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Which magnets are today in MTF, and which 

data?
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MTF structures for MCBXFA & MCBXFB orbit correctors have been 

generated. 
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Is the collaboration systematically loading data, and 

in which stage?

Almost no data has been 

uploaded to MTF. The priority 

was given to fabrication 

drawings production and first 

prototype fabrication. Most of 

the MOP exist and are being 

corrected to get a final version 

to be uploaded to EDMS. From 

July on, all existing data 

generated during the first 

MCBXFB magnet fabrication 

will be uploaded on MTF and 

EDMS.
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What is the situation for the drawings - are they in 

CDD?
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The equipment codes have been generated and CIEMAT has been 

informed on the required drawing layout to include CERN stamp. The full 

batch of MCBXFB drawings will be uploaded on their final fabrication 

version. We expect to have all drawings in CDD by end of summer.
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Did we have already NC and were they circulated?

We have a geometric non conformity on the first MCBXFB 

coil produced. The coil will not be used on the first magnet 

assembly. No NCR has been created yet.
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Conclusions

 Which magnets are today in MTF, and which data?

The MTF structure has been created for MCBXFA & MCBXFB 
orbit correctors. NO data has been upload yet.

 Is the collaboration systematically loading data, and in which stage?

Not yet

 What is the situation for the drawings - are they in CDD? 

Equipment codes have been generated and  around 750 drawings 
are ready. By end of summer, around 950  drawings will be 
uploaded to CDD.

 Did we have already NC and were they circulated?

We have a non conformity on the first MCBXFB coil still to be 

documented and circulated. 
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Thank you


